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nothing, therefore, stands in the way of attributing
theoretically the origin of the Sanskrit pronunciation.
to the action of a suhstra,tnm of eith*er_Munda_OT some.
other language connected with it, if not of a fourth
linguistic family still unknown.
Another fact alleged is the progressive extension ot
I in classical Sanskrit at the expense of rt used ^almost
exclusively by Vedic in accord with Iranian. But it is
known that I in Sanskrit is not really an innovation ;
it marks on the contrary the cropping out in literature
of the dialects more conservative on this point than the
most ancient Vedic and Iranian (Meillet, IF, XXXI,
p. 124 ; Bhandarkar Memorial, p. 857) ; it is Iranian
and Vedic which form the exception and for which the
question of the substratum must be put. Here, too,
Munda possesses I just as Dravidian.
It will be seen later on that the Dravidian languages
have, in the course of their history, eliminated consonant
groups either by accommodation or by insertion of vocalic
elements ; on the other hand this is known to be just the
characteristic of Middle-Indian. But in the Aryan group
the evolution in question, although it was to reach its full
development only in middle-Indian, is not only anterior to
the Vedic period but goes farther back ; without referring
to the law of Bartholomae, one can attribute to it at least
the origin of Skr. ccA. Besides, if the tablets of KikkuJi
of Mitani (Jensen, Sitzl., Berlin, 1919, p. 368 and in the
last place Forrer, ZDMG*, I, 2, p. 252 ff.) really show the
existence of a dialect belonging to tribes akin to those who
brought Sanskrit to India, as the suffix o£ Aik* " one "
seems to indicate, proof will be found in tera " three/'
satla "seven" of this old " Middle-Indian " that the
tendency in question had arisen long before the contact
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